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Giant 
strides, small 
footprint
A little terrace goes a long way
By Judy Friedlander

14

Climbing a peculiar truncated staircase to an 

unexpected attic bedroom, one wonders how 

many more surprises there are in store in this tiny 

but character-laden Sydney terrace.

It’s that kind of house. How the owner/architect 

Caitlin McGee managed to create extra floor space 

out of the original compact footprint is a feat 

worthy of Escher or Lewis Carroll. The house is 

proof that lateral, or in this case, vertical thinking 

can create wonders.

Occupying a site of 120 square metres, the 

1880s terrace has been transformed from a one-

bedroom and one-study home with a cramped 

living area and outdoor bathroom/toilet, to 

an airy and contemporary two-bedroom and  

one-study home with an indoor bathroom/toilet 

with concealed laundry, and open-plan kitchen/

living area.

“My philosophy was to try to maximise the 

functionality of the house without increasing the 

physical or environmental footprint,” says Caitlin.

“We only extended 1½ metres into the back 

garden and built to the boundary in a few places 

– for example, with the living and kitchen areas.”

This cute attic 
bedroom doubles as 

a thermal chimney, 
venting hot air from 

the ground storey 
through its high-level 

dormer windows
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S anctuary normally profiles homes within 
Australia, but this apartment in New York 

City simply demanded our attention. We love its 
simplicity and elegance and the way it shows how to 
live stylishly with a small environmental footprint, 
which is just what we’re about.

The designers of the Finger apartment are 
noroof architects (www.noroof.net), based in 
New York. Noroof partners Margarita McGrath 
and Scott Oliver had been practising architecture 
for several years when they bought their 1800s 
home in 2001, with fortuitous and far-reaching 
results. Initially they planned to renovate 

and extend their 100 metre square house. 
But after September 11 their priorities and  
financial circumstances changed, and they  
revisited their aspirations.

Margarita and Scott decided to work with what 
they had and to let the existing character of the 
house shine through. The result is a beautiful, 
heritage-filled house with a very modest, 60 
square metre footprint. The remaining 40 square 
metres they turned into a studio apartment, which 
they rent out. Not only had they improved their  
existing house, but they had turned one modest 
dwelling into two.

Living well with less
 

By Verity Campbell

During the design process 
the architects reconfigured 
the home by moving the 
kitchen, bathroom and 
bedrooms to the back to 
free up the lightest, brightest 
room in the apartment 
for living and dining
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In its element
 Inspired by nature and shaped by its environment

 By rachael Bernstone 

When clients lay out plans for a kitchen-living 

area, many decide they need a separate work 

bench, space for dining table and chairs, storage 

cupboards and so on, then go about designing 

a huge kitchen and living area to fit in all these 

elements. in this design solution, andrew 

combines all these elements into a custom-

designed kitchen island bench. Combining 

prep area and cupboard, it also has a lower-

level workspace where the children can draw 

or do their homework in the company of their 

parents. And at meal times it becomes the dining 

table, where the family can catch up on the day’s 

activities.

This home also beautifully illustrates Andrew’s 

work with kinetic architecture. The garden-facing 

laundry and bathroom were converted into a 

multifunctional space that is easily adapted to suit 

the needs of the clients. Primarily a living space 

and play room, when guests stay it can be turned 

into a bedroom with an inexpensive, built-in fold-

out bed.

Andrew’s views about the future of building are 

characteristically honest. “At the moment we tend 

to rely on increased consumption to solve our 

problems, which is illogical. We really need to ask 

ourselves whether we need to change ourselves 

and our habits before blaming the spaces we 

currently occupy.

“If a renovation, extension or new build is 

necessary, then think small and think strategic. 

Never confuse small with cheap. It’s better to get a 

budget and spend it on something small that is 

designed extremely well than use the same budget 

spread thinly over a large area that performs 

badly.” www.andrewmaynard.com.au  

Here Andrew’s design turns 
the hallway into a study, 
making it a communal 
space and ensuring that it 
is used productively and 
sociably, rather than as a 
“junk room” or isolated, 
underutilised bolthole
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Home
studio

How a creative couple made  
their workers cottage...work

By Judy Friedlander

It wasn’t the most conventional brief to the 

architect:

 “Dear Architect, Builder of Cities, 

Spice Merchants of Homes:

Build me a room to read and brood;

Make me a space to think in majestic solitude…

Just erect me a tin shed of modest comfort;

Where I can feel a happiness without cause

and shut out the oily businesses of the world.”

“The poem was a little joke between us,” says 

architect Carol Marra of Marra + Yeh. “It was almost 

the perfect brief,” she added. “You often get a 

laundry list of specifics but the poem provided 

us with a sense of what was wanted – a sense of 

isolation, closeness and an ability to see the sun.”

With clients and architects firm friends of many 

years, their professional relationship was also 

seasoned with an understanding of likes and 

dislikes. In-depth instructions on room sizes, 

paint colour and other specific practicalities 

seemed redundant.

It is apparent on entering this home in Sydney’s 

Marrickville that this is a creative nook. Walls of 

books, photographic equipment and an eclectic 

collection of fascinating oddments fill the house.

With the owners working from home much of 

the time, priority was given to creating a space 

where they could work undisturbed but also feel 

connected to the main living areas.

The archetypal “tin shed” at the back of the 

property was the result, separated by a sound-

proof partition to allow the different working styles 

of each owner. The space inhabited by the writer 

is more functional and enclosed, mainly by books; 

the space by the artist imbued with more light and 

often open to the adjoining courtyard, where noise 

and visitors are welcome.

 Dear Architect, Builder of Cities, Spice Merchants of Homes 
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	 	 Flinders	Island	residence
 Designer		 Stephen Sainsbury, EcoShelta
	 Location		 Flinders Island, TAS
	 Project	type		 Prefabricated	modular house
	 Cost		 $455,000

 Photography  Tim Dubb

HOT	WATER

•  Customised solar system with wood-burning 
stove for boosting in winter

WATER	SAVING

•  Greywater diversion to holding tank and garden using irrigation 
pumpout system; 2 x 22,000L rainwater tanks with filtration 
and pump supply to 2000L gravity feed header tank

BUILDING	MATERIALS

•  Plantation pine framing, recycled timber window frames

THERMAL	PERFORMANCE

•  Passive solar; breezeway ventilation

Sustainable features 
GLAZING

•  Pilkington 6.38mm clear laminate

LIGHTING

•  Crompton Lightstar CFL downlights

ACTIVE	HEATING

•  Saxon wood heater with fan-driven ducting system to heat 
other rooms. Uses windfall timber from property

PAINTS/FINISHES

•  No paints. Organoil to timber, olive oil to kitchen benches

Prestige prefab
Modscape raises the style stakes

by toby Horrocks

59



The good life
An architect swaps a city  

studio for a converted shed  
in rural Tasmania

By rachael Bernstone
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  Your Home technical Manual $49.50 (+ $8.00 postage) 

Your Home is Australia's best-selling, most comprehensive 
guide to building, buying or renovating your home for a 
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